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Abstract–In this paper, we proposed a new projection
completion metal artifact reduction (MAR) algorithm in x-ray
computed tomography (CT) using a sparsity based sinogram
inpainting (interpolation) technique. We developed the MAR
algorithm on a Bayesian framework in which a wavelet-based
generalized Gaussian ( A p) prior was applied and then the
inpainting problem was formulated as a constrained optimization
problem. For the optimization, we derived a projected gradient
descent algorithm using a majorization-minimization technique.
The gradient step was performed by a soft thresholding operator
for an A 1 prior, and a hard thresholding with a decaying
threshold for an A 0 prior. We utilized a tight frame of
translation-invariant wavelets implemented by undecimated
discrete wavelet transform. As in the clinical setting there is no
ground truth CT image to objectively evaluate the performance
of a proposed MAR algorithm, we also introduced a novel
approach to simulate metal artifacts in a real CT dataset. The
results showed that the proposed MAR algorithm using hard
thresholding efficiently recovers and inpaints the sinogram
projections corrupted by metallic implants.

I. INTRODUCTION
absorption of polychromatic x-ray beams
Tusednon-linear
in Computed Tomography (CT) often results in beam
HE

hardening artifacts in the CT images reconstructed by the
conventional filtered-back projection (FBP) algorithm [1]. In
the presence of strongly attenuating objects such as metallic
implants, the beam hardening is usually so strong that the
detectors sensing the implants experience a serious photon
starvation, and as a result, the relevant projection data become
corrupted and inconsistent. As a result, in the CT image
reconstruction process, this data inconsistency appears as
streaking metal artifacts that can obscure diagnostically crucial
information in the surrounding tissues of the implants and
reduce the applicability of this valuable modality [2]. Hence,
in the past three decades, there have been considerable efforts
toward developing efficient metal artifact reduction (MAR)
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algorithms and compensating for the corrupted or missing
projection data.
Generally, the MAR algorithms fall into two classes:
projection completion algorithms and model-based iterative
reconstruction algorithms. The projection completion
techniques, which are followed by reconstruction, aim at
interpolating the missing projections based on their adjacent
projections [3, 4]. These algorithms are fast and
computationally appealing; however, if not efficiently
developed, they may result in new artifacts. In fact, their
efficiency depends entirely on how robustly they exploit the
still available projections for the recovery of missing ones. On
the other hand, the model-based iterative reconstruction
techniques model the image and imaging process using prior
knowledge and assumptions, and therefore hold considerable
potential for artifact reduction [5, 6]. However, this class of
algorithms is computationally demanding and requires further
progress to accept reliable utility.
In this study, we proposed a new projection completion
MAR algorithm based on inpainting techniques1 that are wellestablished in the recovery of missing parts of image and
video data [7]. We formulated the inpainting of missing
projections as a constrained optimization within a Bayesian
framework. A wavelet-based generalized Gaussian prior was
incorporated in this framework, which allowed exploiting the
sparsity of the sinograms in the wavelet domain for the
recovery process. In [8], the authors proposed a wavelet-based
MAR algorithm in which the missing projections are onedimensionally interpolated (along projection profiles) by a
weighted sum of the wavelet coefficients of the corrupted
projections and those of linearly interpolated projections.
Although theoretically well-founded, their algorithm did not
significantly reduce metal artifacts. In comparison, as
mentioned above, our algorithm is a wavelet-based Bayesian
optimization problem through which the missing projections
are two-dimensionally optimally estimated by iterative
soft/hard thresholding schemes instead of pure interpolations.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II,
we first formulate the constrained optimization problem in a
Bayesian framework and then describe a novel approach in
simulating metal artifacts in real CT datasets through which
the algorithm was evaluated. In Section III, we elaborate a
projected gradient descent algorithm for solving the
1
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Inpainting is an artistic synonym for (image) interpolation.

formulated problem. In Section IV, w
we compare the
performance of the MAR algorithms for thrree different tight
frames of translation invariant wavelets. Finnally, conclusions
are drawn in Section V.

nce between the solution’s
where α and β control the balan
data fidelity and sparsity.

II. METHODS
A. Problem Formulation
We represent a two-dimensional sinogram byy either an r × φ
matrix – where r and φ are the number of detector channels
and projection angles – or by a N = r × φ -length vector
formed by lexicographically ordering the sinoogram matrix. Let
with metal traces
x ∈ \ N denote an observed CT sinogram w
that corrupt the projection data at the locatioons indexed by a
moved projections
set Ω , and y be identical to x but with rem
missing data, we
over Ω . In the recovery of corrupted or m
formulate the following forward model
y = Φx + n,
(1)
where x is an ideal sinogram in which therre are no missing
projection data and Φ ∈ \N ×N is a diagonal lossy matrix that
zeroes the projections at the locations inddexed by Ω , i.e.
The n is often a
Φii = 1 if i ∈ Ω and Φii = 0 if i ∉ Ω . T
realization of a zero-mean Gaussian nnoise field with
covariance matrix Λ .
In order to obtain a best estimate x of x̂ , we derive an
optimization algorithm for the inversion of (1) within a
Bayesian framework. In Bayesian modelinng, the unknown
sinogram x is treated as a stochastic quanntity with a prior
probability distribution P(x ) , which modeels our a priori
knowledge, and therefore can be exploiteed to enforce a
sparsity constraint in the estimation process. The most widely
used sparsity-promoting prior is a generralized Gaussian
distribution of the form

{

P(x ) ∝ exp −β x
where x

p
p

=

∑i

xi

p

p
p

},

is the p -th power oof the A p norm of

x and β is the prior hyperparameter. The observation y is
also a stochastic process with a conditiional probability
distribution that under white Gaussian noise ( Λ = σ2I , σ 2 is
the variance of noise and I is the identity maatrix) is described
by
⎫
2⎪
⎪⎧ α
P (y | x ) ∝ exp ⎨ − y − Φx 2 ⎬ , α = 1 / σ 2
⎪⎩⎪ 2
⎪⎭⎪
In the context of Bayesian estimation under zzero-one loss, one
mate of x by the
can find a maximum a posteriori (MAP) estim
following maximization:
xˆ = max P (y | x ) × P (x )
x

which by taking the logarithm of the probabbility distributions
can be equivalently obtained by
2
p
α
(2)
xˆ = arg min y − Φx 2 + β x p
x
2

Fig. 1. The unit ball ( r = 1 ) of an A p prior
p
in \ 2 .

As the variance of noise is decreaseed, α is increased and vise
versa. In the limit, when there is no noise ( α → ∞ ), as in the
present context, the problem (2) reduces to the following
equality constrained optimization prroblem

xˆ = arg min x
x ∈X

p
p

, X = { x ∈ \ N : Φx = y } ,

(3)

where X is a constraint set inside which
w
the solution resides.
Geometrically, this set appears as a set of hyperplanes whose
intersection with an

{x : x

p
p

A p -ball of
o minimum radius

r,

≤ r p } , defines the solution of (3).

Generally, an ideal sparsity promoting prior is an A 0 norm,
x 0 , which counts the number off non-zero elements in x .
However, this prior is non-convex and
a results in an intractable
minimization problem that may haave multiple local minima.
As shown in Fig. 1, according to the
t definition 1 in section
III.A, there are A p convex priors forr p ≥ 1 among which the

A1 prior (Laplace prior) favors the highest degree of sparsity
and thus gained the most populariity in compressed sensing
and sparse regularization problems [9].
[
When x is not immediately sparse on its own, one can still
exploit an inherent sparsity by decomposing it in an
appropriate sparse representation diictionary. By definition, if
x is sparse (or compressible) in a given dictionary,
i energy is represented by
Ψ = [ψ1,..., ψM ] ∈ ^N ×M , most of its
and concentrated in only a few coefficients. In other words,
when x is expressed as a linear combination of M ≤ N
elementary functions or atoms,
x = Ψθ =

M

∑ m =1 θm ψm ,

most of the decomposition coeffficients, θm , are zero and
peaked around it. The dictionary Ψ is usually (i) a unitary
basis whose columns (the atoms ψm ) are pair-wise
orthogonal, (ii) a tight frame or (iii) a union of bases and/or
frames. For example, Ψ can be a Fourier or an orthogonal
wavelet basis, a wavelet or a curveleet frame; etc. In the case of
a basis set, the dictionary is a sq
quare ( M = N ) full-rank
matrix whose inverse is the same as its adjoint, i.e. Ψ−1 = Ψ *
dundant and a non-square (
. Whereas for a tight frame, it is red

M < N ) matrix with a Moore–Peenrose pseudo inverse Ψ+ .
From the dictionary Ψ , we definee an inverse (e.g. wavelet)
transform by W = Ψ and a forwarrd transform by W T = Ψ*
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A. Definitions

or Ψ+ . In the case of a basis set, W TW = WW T = I holds,
while for a tight frame we have WW T = cI , where 1 / c is
the frame’s redundancy factor [10]. As a sinogram is not so

Definition 1 A set Θ ⊆ \ N is convex if ∀x 1 , x 2 ∈ Θ and

sparse, we sparsify it with the forward transform W T .
Subsequently, the following compressed sensing problem is
obtained from (3):

Preposition 1 The set X = {x | Φx = y } is a convex set.

xˆ = arg min W T x 1 , X = { x ∈ \ N | Φx = y }

(4)

∀a ∈ [0,1] , the point x = ax1 + (1 − a)x2 is also in Θ .
Proof. Suppose x 1, x 2 ∈ X i.e. Φx 1 = y , Φx 2 = y .
Then ∀a ∈ [0,1] , we have

x ∈X

In fact, compressed sensing attempts to exploit the sparsity or
compressibility of a true signal within a given transform
domain in order to recover it from its samples. In this study,
we made use of a tight frame of translation invariant (TI)
wavelets as the dictionary Ψ , which was implemented by the
undecimated discrete wavelet transform (UDWT), with 4
resolution levels, yielding a redundancy factor of 1:131. The
wavelets that we considered included: Daubechies wavelets
with a vanishing moment of 4 ( ψD 4 ) and 8 ( ψD 8 ), and
Daubechies 7-9 biorthogonal wavelets ( ψD 7 , ψD 9 )2.
B. Simulated CT data
Because in the clinical settings there is no ground truth CT
image to objectively evaluate the performance of a proposed
MAR algorithm, we simulated metal artifacts in a real chest
CT dataset. Let x t be the sinogram of the true image obtained
by its forward projection In order to obtain an artifactdegraded CT image (Fig. 3b), we first artificially implanted a
shoulder prosthesis in the true image, shown in Fig.3a, and
then forward projected the resulting image. In the next step,
the metal trace and thus the inpainting domain, Ω , was
identified by thresholding. Then, the count levels in the
projections on Ω were saturated according to the following
empirical scheme, which gave rise to a prominent data
inconsistency in the projection space. Letting i = (r, φ) , the
observed sinogram x with metal trace was synthesized by:
⎧
⎪ 0.4 x t (i ) + 0.6 max { x t (i ), ∀i ∈ Ω } , i ∈ Ω
x(i ) = ⎪
⎨
x (i ),
i∉Ω
⎪
⎪
⎩ t
Finally, after FBP reconstruction, the CT numbers that
overflowed the dynamic range of a typical CT display system
were clipped at 3071 HU.
III. THE OPTIMIZATION ALGORITHM
The constraint set defined in (4) as well as the A1 prior are
both convex (proofs follows below). Hence, the problem (4)
can be considered as a convex optimization (programming)
problem. We first give some basic definitions on convexity
and then elaborate our optimization algorithm.

Φ(ax 1 + (1 − a )x 2 ) = a Φx 1 + (1 − a )Φx 2
= ay + (1 − a )y = y
which shows the point ax 1 + (1 − a )x 2 is also in X .
Definition 2 A function F (x ) : Θ → \
∀x 1 , x 2 ∈ Θ

F (ax 1 + (1 − a )x 2 ) ≤ aFx 1 + (1 − a )Fx 2
or equivalently if F is continuously differentiable,
F (x 2 ) ≥ F (x 1 ) + ∇F (x 1 )T (x 2 − x 1 )

where ∇ : Θ → \N×2 is the gradient operator.
Definition 3 A continuously differentiable convex function
F has a Lipschitz continuous gradient with Lipschitz constant
L , if ∀x 1 , x 2 ∈ Θ

F (x 2 ) ≤ F (x 1 ) + ∇F (x 1 )T (x 2 − x 1 ) + (L / 2) x 2 − x 1

There is one approximation subband for all resolution levels and three
detail subbands for each one.
2
This wavelet is used in the JPEG-2000 image compression standard.
3
Also known as bound optimization or optimization transfer.

2
2

Remark 1 The above condition is equivalent to the more
standard definition of the Lipschitz continuity of the gradient
[11], namely, ∀x 1 , x 2 ∈ Θ
∇ F (x 2 ) − ∇ F (x 1 )

2

≤ L x 2 − x1

2

Remark 2 If ∇F (x ) is L -Lipschitz, F is of class C 2 (twice
continuously differentiable) and its Hessian at point x is
bounded by the constant L i.e. ∇2F(x ) ≤ LI [12].
Definition 4 The indicator function of a nonempty convex set
Θ is a convex function that is defined as D(x ) = 0 if x ∈ Θ
and D(x ) = ∞ if x ∉ Θ .
B. The Algorithm
To solve the problem (4), we follow a majorizationminimization technique3 which replaces the original objective
function with a surrogate function at each iteration [13]. Let us
recast (4) into the following more general problem:
xˆ = arg min{F (x ) + D(x )}
(5)
x

where F (x ) = W x
T

1

and D(x ) is the indicator of the set

X . Consider ∇F (x ) to be L -Lipschitz, and therefore,
according to the definition 3, we replace the objective function
(5) by the following paraboloidal surrogate
2
L
QL (x , x k ) = F (x k ) + ∇F (x k )T (x − x k ) +
x − x k 2 + D(x )
2

which
1

is convex if

majorizes

it

QL (x, x k ) ≥ F(x ) + D(x ) .

near

the

point

xk ,

i.e.

The minimization of this
majorizer guarantees that of the problem (5). By completing
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the squares and dropping terms independent of x, one arrives
at:
x k +1 = arg min QL (x , x k )
x
(6)
2
L
= arg min x − ( x k − (1 / L)∇F (x k ) ) 2 + D(x )
x
2
The optimization (6) involves two steps: (i) gradient descent
and (ii) projection onto a convex set (POCS). Hence, it is often
referred to as gradient projection or projected gradient descent
(PGD) [14, 15].
The Gradient descent step. The gradient of the prior
F = W T x 1 is given by ∇ F (x ) = W (W T x / W T x 1 ) .
Hence, the gradient descent step with a step size τ = 1 / L is
given by
z k = x k − τW (W T x k / W T x k 1 )
= cW ⎡⎢⎣W T x k ( 1 − τ / c W T x k 1 ) ⎤⎥⎦

projX (z k ) = arg min x − z k
x ∈X

projX (z k ) = z k + ΦT (y − Φz k )

(10)
In fact, given the definition of Φ in the present context, it can
be seen that what (10) does is to merely insert the known
projection data of y which are in the complement of Ω into
the iterate z k . In other words, operation (10) does the
following:
⎪⎧ y(i ), i ∈ Ω
(11)
projX (z k (i)) = ⎪⎨ k
⎪⎪⎩ z (i ), i ∉ Ω
We summarize the overall PGD algorithm in the following
table.
PGD ALGORITHM
0

Choose τ 0 ∈ (0,2 y max / L) , initialize x , k > 0 ,
While stop criterion is not met do
k

k

k

denotes

a

non-negativity

0

k

k

5. x k = projX (z k ). // POCS by (10).

6. k = k + 1.
End do

, the shrinkage

which zeroes the coefficients having an absolute value lower
than t [17]. However, this estimator leads to a non-convex
optimization problem whose convergence is only guaranteed
by a global search technique such as simulated annealing. For
convergence, the gradient step size should satisfy

0 < τ < 2(ymax ) / L , where y max is the maximum photon
count in y and L = λmax (WW T ) ≤ c , λmax (⋅) is maximum
eigenvalue. In this study, we also made use of a hard
thresholding operator with a decaying step size (threshold) and
compared it with the soft thresholding operator. In this
approach which is known as graduated non-convexity [18], the
decaying threshold ( t → 0 ) can play a role similar to the
cooling parameter of the simulated annealing techniques,
therefore allowing the solution to escape from local minima.
POCS step. The second step of the PGD algorithm in (6) is a
proximity operator associated with the function D(x ) i.e.
x

k

4. z = cW θ .

operator.

estimator asymptotically becomes a hard thresholding
estimator:
(8)
Τ H (θ k , t ) = θ k ( θ k > t )

proxL,D (z k ) = arg min(L / 2) x − z k

k

3. Decay τ monotonically to zero, if hard thresholding.

Furthermore, for an A p wavelet-based prior, when p goes to
zero, i.e. the prior approaches W T x k

k

2. θ ← Τ(θ ,τ k / c). // Soft/hard thresholding by (7) or (8).

(7)
ΤS (θk , t ) = θk ⎡⎣ 1 − t / θ k ⎤⎦ +
which non-linearly shrinks the coefficients toward zero.

[x ]+ = max(0, x )

T

1. θ = W x .

applied to the wavelet coefficients θ = W x by a threshold
t = τ / c [16]. It is defined as
T

2
2

+ D(x )

(9)

As D(x ) is an indicator function, (9) reduces to a projection
onto the (convex) set X , that is, the closest point in X to z k .

2

For the constraint sets that are hyperplanes, this POCS
operator becomes a Kaczmarz’s algorithm [19] which gives

where 1 / c is the tight frame’s redundancy factor, here
c = 13 . The term inside the bracket now corresponds to a
shrinkage estimator, called the soft-thresholding estimator, as
k

2

IV. RESULTS
Figs. 3a-b show the ground truth chest image (True) and its
corresponding artificially degraded image (Observed). It is
noticeable that the dark and bright streaking artifacts in the
Observed CT image have impaired the anatomically relevant
information much the same way as in a real CT acquisition.
Figs. 1c shows the performance of the proposed MAR
algorithm with the 7/9 biorthogonal wavelets with a hard
thresholding. For quantitative assessment of performance of
the considered wavelets, we defined and measured the
following signal-to- noise ratio (SNR) metric in the sinogram
domain:
SNR (dB) = − 20 log10 ( x − x t 2 / x t 2 )
Furthermore, as an indicator of the amount of artifacts in the
reconstructed images, we additionally defined the following
normalized total variation error metric in the image domain:
%TV=100 × ( ∇(g − gt ) 1 / ∇ gt 1 )
where g and gt denote the image under evaluation and the
true image shown in Fig. 3a, respectively. where x and x t are
respectively the sinograms of g and gt . Table I summarizes
the %TV and SNR performance of the proposed MAR
algorithm for the considered wavelets and thresholding
operators. As could be expected, the hard thresholding
corresponding to an
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A0

prior far surpasses the soft

thresholding, which corresponds to an A1 prior. The
performance of the wavelets in the recovvery of missing
projections, assessed by SNR, and reducinng metal artifact,
assessed by %TV, is nearly the samee; however, the
biorthogonal wavelets achieved better perform
mance.

a

b

Daubechies. It should be emphasizeed that orthogonal wavelets
execute much faster than translation-invariant wavelets;
t
recovery of missing
however, their performance in the
projections are reciprocally poorer resulting in the generation
of artifacts and subsequently incorreect estimations.

c

Fig. 3. a) The ground truth CT image (True) iin which a shoulder
prosthesis has been numerically implanted. b) The Observed CT image
following filtered backprojection reconstruction algorrithm. c) The metalartifact reduced CT image reconstructed by the propoosed MAR algorithm
using Daubechies 7-9 biorthogonal wavelets and a hard-tthresholding operator.
The display window level/width is the same for all imaages ( WL = 40HU ,
WW = 800HU ).

Fig. 4. The logarithm of the normalized A2 error as a function of the
number of iterations indicating the convergen
nce rate.

TABLE I. THE %TV AND SNR PERFORMANCE OF THE PROPO
OSED MAR ALGORITHM.

Wavelet type
Daubechies 8
Daubechies 4
7-9 Biorthogonal

Hard Thresholding

Sooft Thresholding

%TV

SNR (dB)

%T
TV

SNR (dB)

32.71
32.04
31.60

39.29
43.14
43.20

41.09
377.49
344.41

29.22
33.23
37.39

We further evaluated the MAR algoritthm in terms of
convergence rate and computation time. T
To keep track of
convergence, the logarithm of the followingg normalized A 2
error was invoked
error = x k − x t 2 / x t 2
Fig. 4 illustrates the convergence rate of thhe studied wavelet
tight frames in the recovery of missing projections as a
function of the number of iterations. As seen, the 7-9
biorthogonal wavelets provide for better connvergence rate. It
can be explained by the fact that a CT sinoggram is a smooth
image dataset which can be better sparrsified by those
dictionaries that favor smooth textures. Inn fact, if a CT
sinogram was piece-wise smooth, it would bee better sparsified
by curvelets or cubic B-spline wavelets. This also explains the
better performance of the Daubechies w
wavelets with 4
vanishing moments over those of 8. Figg. 5 shows the
computation (CPU) time of the MAR allgorithm for the
employed wavelets versus iteration num
mber. For faster
computation, the transforms were executed using MATLAB
executable (MEX) files. However, the biorthhogonal wavelets
require more CPU time per iteration in com
mparison with the

Fig. 5. Computation (CPU) time as a funcction of the number of iterations.

V. DISCUSSION
We proposed a new wavelet-based projection completion
n x-ray CT of patients with
metal artifact reduction algorithm in
metallic implants. In comparison with other existing MAR
algorithms in this category (sinogram-based), our approach
favorably exploits the followin
ng properties: first, by
decomposing a sinogram into seveeral resolution levels, this
approach attempts to estimate th
he information hidden in
missing projections, hence increassing the accuracy of the
recovered data. Second, we formu
ulated the recovery of the
missing or corrupted projections as
a iterative hard and soft
thresholding within a Bayesian parradigm, which leads to an
optimal projection recovery. In fact, as noted in [17], the softppear as MAP estimators
and hard-thresholded estimators ap
with generalized Gaussian densiities serving as a prior
distribution for wavelet coefficients. For our approach, we
exploited translation invariant wav
velets implemented by the
undecimated (stationary) wavelet transform in which the
decimation (down sampling) is eliminated in favor of
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invariance to shifts of the input image [20]. However due to
their redundancy, these wavelets are of higher computational
complexity. This renders the computational cost of our
iterative MAR algorithm relatively expensive. In order to
reduce the total number of the required arithmetic operations,
we pursued an approach of block-wise sinogram inpainting
with overlapping square blocks, schematically depicted in Fig.
5.

[4]
[5]
[6]
[7]
[8]

[9]
[10]
[11]
[12]
[13]
Fig. 5. A schematic of block-wise sinogram inpainting. The missing
projections (the black band) are block-wise and sequentially recovered.

[14]

This approach also favors the fact that discrete wavelet
transforms are typically implemented for image sizes of
integer powers of two. The overlapping blocks ensure
continuity and correlation between the recovered projections
and hence are preferred to those without overlaps. In [21], a
similar block-wise approach was also used for sinogram
denoising using learned dictionaries in the context of
morphological diversity analysis.
VI. CONCLUSION

[15]

[16]
[17]
[18]

In this study, we introduced a sparsity-based sinogram
inpainting algorithm for reducing metal artifacts in x-ray
computed tomography. The algorithm was founded within a
Bayesian framework in which we made use of a wavelet-based
prior to impose a sparsity constraint in the recovery of the
missing projections. To objectively assess the efficacy of the
proposed algorithm with respect to a ground truth, we
proposed a novel approach to simulate the metal artifacts
arising from shoulder prosthesis in a real patient CT dataset. It
was demonstrated that proposed MAR algorithm is promising
and efficient. Future work will be focus on applying the
proposed algorithm in the recovery of truncated and angular
under-sampled projection data.

[19]
[20]
[21]
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